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I have used the standard system of romanization, pinyin, used in  today’s 
 People’s Republic of China for most of the Chinese names and terms in 
this book. However, I have also kept the commonly known names used by 
 people to refer to themselves and their communities and places,  either at 
an earlier time or at pres ent.  These names and terms are rendered in the 
original regional language or dialect instead of Mandarin, followed by the 
pinyin form in parentheses at first mention.

A NOTE ON ROMANIZATION



This book proposes a new interpretation of Chinese history through di-
aspora moments. Looking back, I am still startled by how much time and 
care it takes before new ideas can see the light of day. From inception to 
print, it requires not only the  will of one person, but also the  labor, support, 
and protection of numerous  others along the way. I feel fortunate to have 
reached this point and to have so many  people and institutions to thank 
for it.

Starting from a Ph.D. dissertation at the University of California– 
Santa Cruz, this book proj ect evolved and expanded at the University of 
Wisconsin– Madison. A privileged opportunity to work closely with Gail 
Hershatter throughout my gradu ate training, as well as with Emily Honig 
at the dissertation stage, provided an impor tant basis for this book that I 
hope both of them  would recognize. During the fall of 2015, a manuscript 
workshop attended by Anne Hansen, Kenneth Pomeranz, Francisco Scarano, 
Steve Stern, and Louise Young helped push along a major reconceptual-
ization of the work. This experience added to my already  great fortune of 
working among some of the kindest and finest  people in the profession. 
From the time of my arrival in Madison, James Sweet has generously sup-
ported my research and shared advice on many occasions, even through 
his busy years as department chair. Francisco Scarano kept me for years 
 under his wise mentorship, patiently commenting on many pieces of work 
that have gone into this study. During some of the most difficult moments 
of writing, I benefited from Louise Young’s broad intellect and extraordi-
nary kindness, without which I fear I would not have finished this book. 
Steve Stern took me in at a critical time. During the long conversations we 
had at cafés on Monroe Street, he helped me improve the architecture of 
the manuscript and the sound of my voice; both he and Florencia  Mallon 
 were a constant source of warmth and encouragement. Ever so generous with 
her attention, Gail Hershatter read the revised manuscript in its entirety 
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and offered detailed and pertinent feedback. As I have come to enjoy my 
current academic home, Gail remains one of the greatest inspirations in 
my intellectual life. To her and to the scholars mentioned above, I owe so 
much more than they can possibly imagine.

Many other individuals and organ izations contributed financial and 
cultural resources vital to the completion of this book. A yearlong leave 
in 2014–15, funded by the Institute of Research in the Humanities at uw- 
Madison and the Chiang Ching- kuo Foundation for Scholarly Exchange, 
allowed me to focus on writing. I am grateful to Susan Stanford Friedman 
for my productive residence at the irh. At Duke University Press, Kenneth 
Wissoker believed in the proj ect early on. With the expert assistance 
of Elizabeth Ault, he arranged for review by three attentive anonymous 
readers. Susan Albury oversaw the production of this book. I should also 
acknowledge the help of Takashi Fujitani and Reed Malcolm at the Uni-
versity of California Press. For years, the uw- Madison Gradu ate School 
provided summer salaries, travel grants, and fellowship top- ups to help me 
meet the demands of this proj ect. In addition, support for this research 
was provided by the University of Wisconsin– Madison Office of the Vice 
Chancellor for Research and Gradu ate Education with funding from the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. My current position, historian 
of Asian diasporas, was created with a major grant from the Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation. Before moving to Madison, two internal faculty research 
grants from the University of Victoria enabled me to conduct additional 
research for the book. At uc- Santa Cruz, my dissertation proj ect was sup-
ported by the University of California Pacific Rim Research Program, the 
History Department, the Institute for Humanities Research, and the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. In  these economic 
and po liti cal times, I realize  these significant opportunities came from 
the per sis tence of many  people and organ izations to promote young schol-
ars and emerging work.

Apart from the aforementioned, a  great many colleagues shared thoughts 
at vari ous stages of my proj ect and lifted me up with their good  will and en-
gagement. My sincere thanks go to Sana Aiyar, Lawrence Ashmun, Cindy 
 I- fen Cheng, Kathryn Ciancia, Michael Cullinane, Joseph Dennis, Nan Enstad, 
Edward Friedman, Nicole Huang, Stephen Kantro witz, Charles Kim, 
Judd Kinzley, David McDonald, Alfred McCoy, Viren Murthy, Leonora 
Neville, Se- Mi Oh, Steve Ridgely, Mary Louise Roberts, Claire Taylor, Sarah 
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Introduction

Between the years 1840 and 1940, more than twenty million Chinese left 
China, crossed oceans, and lived in other lands. Part of the first wave of global 
migration, this massive outflow was not only unpre ce dented in Chinese his-
tory; it was also the third largest  after the exodus of fifty- six million Eu ro-
pe ans and thirty million Indians during modern times.1 Chinese emigrants 
 were an indentured workforce for the sugar plantations in the Ca rib bean, 
guano islands in Peru, sheep ranches in New South Wales, gold mines in 
Transvaal, and war trenches in France. They  were also pres ent at the historic 
gold rushes in California and British Columbia and helped build the first 
transcontinental railroads bringing the United States and Canada westward 
to the Pacific. All across Southeast Asia, they worked as opium farmers, 
 rubber tappers, rice millers, and tin miners. Some became major players 
in commerce, industry, government, education, and culture;  others  were the 
ubiquitous street peddlers, shop keep ers, vegetable gardeners, laundrymen, 
cooks, fishermen, and factory workers. Given this broad scope of Chinese 
mass emigration, numerous studies have detailed its impact around the 
globe. Yet one question is not often asked: How did it change China?

Such a question invites us to see Chinese history as fragmented and net-
worked, not unlike migration itself, carry ing and carried by forces travers-
ing the world. Already significant in the sixteenth  century, emigration was 
a common aspect of life on China’s southeastern coast.2 Families and entire 
economies in Guangdong and Fujian provinces subsisted and thrived on 
the ancient Indian Ocean trading economy. The eigh teenth  century saw an 
upsurge of Chinese agricultural and mining activities on both the main-
land and the islands of Southeast Asia  under local and Eu ro pean patron-
age, leading to a further integration of commerce and production in the 
region.3  After Qing China’s loss to Britain in the First Opium War and the 
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forced opening to the West in 1842, emigration reached a global scale, as 
Chinese  labor was pulled into a new geography linked by plantations, mines, 
railroads, and steamships from the Pacific to the Atlantic worlds.  After the 
1880s, the rise of anti- Chinese racism and exclusion laws dramatically slowed 
Chinese emigration to the Amer i cas and Australia, but it continued to flow 
 toward Southeast Asia, which absorbed over 90  percent of China’s trans-
oceanic total.4

Like millions of other  people on the move, many Chinese emigrants 
did not become strangers to the old country  because of their departures. 
Rather, they enmeshed it ever more deeply into the vast circulations of 
money, goods, ideas, and  people. Leaving  behind parents, wives, and  children 
and sending money home, they not only transfigured their native clans, 
villages, and towns, but also drew China into the orbits of empires, nations, 
and markets far beyond its shores. Given the relatively high return rate 
of Chinese emigrants, many also wound up transforming the homeland 
directly by building new ventures and extending old networks  after their 
return.5 Driven by the same forces that hastened China’s transition from 
empire to nation, the history of Chinese mass emigration was inseparable 
from the making of modern China.

The mutual constitution of China and Chinese emigrants in the world 
could be seen through the rise of a new dynamism in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries: a modern relationship between the homeland and the 
diaspora that changed China. Not just a  matter of Chinese nationalist 
claims, this relationship was power ful and multivalent,  because  there was 
as much effort from emigrants to make China an “ancestral homeland” 
(zuguo) as  there was from China to turn emigrants into a “Chinese dias-
pora” (huaqiao). More importantly, the new dynamic was far from insular—
it was embedded in a wide array of colonial, national, and cap i tal ist forces, 
often making the results contingent and the  causes opaque to the homeland. 
As China  after the mid- nineteenth  century became incorporated into the 
Western- led industrial economy and interstate system, Chinese elites re-
peatedly encountered the significance of Chinese emigration in a broader 
milieu where China was hardly the only player. Through recognizing, pro-
tecting, and mobilizing the emigrants, Chinese leaders and thinkers en-
tered complex dialogues over slavery and  free  labor, overseas migration 
and colonization, Confucianism and Chris tian ity,  family and gender roles, 
and socialism and capitalism. From the 1840s to the 1960s, the weight of 
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this global engagement pulled China’s center of gravity outward and cre-
ated fields of intense activity. It is in this larger frame that Chinese mass 
emigration helped create modern China.

Modern China, the Overseas Chinese, and Chinese  

in the Amer i cas

 There is now a massive lit er a ture on China and the Chinese elsewhere, but 
more has been written about China’s impact on the emigrants than the re-
verse, suggesting a missed opportunity despite the enormous extent of the 
scholarship. Making up a collective body of knowledge that might be called 
“a global Chinese history,” the fields of overseas Chinese, Chinese Ameri-
can, and modern Chinese history have traditionally developed separately 
from each other. Not always in dialogue, scholars of the three fields share 
a broad concern over Chinese global engagement, though with a focus on 
diff er ent geo graph i cal areas.

Focusing on the Asian maritime world, scholars of the overseas Chi-
nese have long recognized Chinese mi grants as impor tant subjects link-
ing South China with Southeast Asia, a point to which most historians of 
modern China have paid scant attention. Plying the open seas as pilgrims, 
emissaries, traders, and laborers since the tenth  century, the Chinese had 
been active in the Indian Ocean system many centuries prior to the mod-
ern migrations.6 Crucial to their long- distance activities was the role of 
affinities based on  family, native place, dialect, and brotherhood, not the 
imperial polity. It is well known that even though Zheng He’s seven voy-
ages (1405–33) marked Ming China (1368–1644) as the unrivaled naval 
power in Asia, the state soon turned its back on the seas. Unlike Eu ro pean 
powers that successively sought to expand their seaborne empires from the 
1500s onward, both the Ming and  later the Qing (1644–1911) tried to revi-
talize the tribute system, outflank private traders, and ban maritime travel 
periodically, leading to Wang Gungwu’s apt phrase for  those in defiance: 
“merchants without empire.”7 Therefore, it is precisely Chinese engage-
ment without Chinese state support that makes overseas Chinese history a 
distinct, vital field of study. China as a po liti cal unit was rightly peripheral 
to this early picture centered on maritime Southeast Asia.

While Chinese emigrants have long been central subjects of overseas 
Chinese history, they have  until recently been relegated to the margins of 
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modern China studies. In numerous narratives depicting China’s evolution 
into a modern nation, the Qing state makes a “belated” acknowl edgment of 
Chinese emigration,  after which Chinese emigrants turn up briefly at major 
junctures of the national story: buying official titles and honors, extending 
protection to exiled reformers and revolutionaries, playing a supporting 
role in Sun Yat- sen’s 1911 Revolution, and pouring funds into Nationalist 
China’s anti- Japanese war effort.8 On the  whole, Chinese emigrants seem 
no more than objects and resources commanded by China, whereas the 
impact of their own actions and agendas remains localized and derivative. 
Portrayed as an accessory to China’s  grand transformations, the emigrants 
could not have been a historical force. Sadly, what historians have long re-
jected as an overdetermined “impact- response” model in the study of the 
relations between China and the West persists in conceptions of China and 
the overseas Chinese: China called, the overseas Chinese responded—or at 
least some of them did.

As for Chinese American history, racism, exclusion, and assimilation are 
the earliest themes related to Chinese migration to the United States. Firmly 
based in the continental United States, this early scholarship has developed 
separately from overseas Chinese history, which has a heavy focus on South-
east Asia. As participants and leaders of the civil rights and ethnic studies 
movements in the 1960s and 1970s, Asian American historians sought to 
write Chinese immigrants and descendants, together with other Asian eth-
nic groups, back into U.S. national history. They have stressed how Chinese 
mi grants contributed greatly to the development of the American West 
and the nation at large, but faced the first exclusion laws from 1882 to 1943, 
as well as continuous marginalization for seeming “foreign.”9 Hence, early 
scholars have tended to downplay Chinese Americans as sojourners im-
plicated in Chinese history, emphasizing instead their place as immigrants 
conforming to U.S. assimilation theory and themes of national pro gress.10 
From the narratives of the “melting pot” to multiculturalism, China ap-
pears as a distant, bounded place that Chinese Americans came from but 
left  behind.

Recently, a “transnational turn” in the broader historical discipline has 
pushed the bound aries of all three fields. During the Cold War, an ex-
tended, po liti cally charged inquiry into  whether Chinese abroad  were so-
journers or settlers dominated overseas Chinese history. Given the waves 
of anti- Chinese, anti- Communist vio lence sweeping across Southeast Asia, 
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scholarly investments in what became known as “the overseas Chinese ques-
tion” not only shared a focus on citizenship and assimilation as in early 
Chinese American history, but also carried a distinct urgency. To repudiate 
China as the constant frame of reference for Chinese elsewhere, historians 
declared that their field, “the overseas Chinese,” should be renamed “Chi-
nese overseas.” Still a standard practice  today, the inversion rejects that the 
“Chinese” are a uniform entity defined by China. Instead, Chinese  people 
 are “Chinese” differently in the world, as in Wang Gungwu’s tripartite dif-
ferentiations: huaqiao, who are Chinese nationals residing abroad; huaren, 
who locate their cultural origins in China but are politi cally oriented to their 
 adopted countries; and fi nally huayi, who are well integrated into local soci-
ety and could only be seen as ethnically— meaning remotely— connected to 
China.11 Yet such purposeful efforts to harden the bound aries between poli-
tics, culture, and descent met an unexpected softening  after the 1970s.12 The 
easing of Cold War politics and the expansion of global capitalism, most no-
tably China’s reopening since Deng Xiaoping and the subsequent attempts 
led by international interests to engage a “rising” China, have provoked a 
reimagining of Chinese identity and power in the world. This shift is evident 
in an explosion of Chinese transnational studies that challenge nation- based 
models of self and community.13

Meanwhile, the “transnational turn” in Chinese American history is less 
concerned with the prospects of reconnection with China, as in some re-
cent works on Chinese overseas, but shows new ways to critique a bounded 
U.S. history. Aiming at claims of American exceptionalism, the Euro-  and 
Western- centric history of migration and empire, and a neglect of the Pacific 
world, Asian American scholars have  adopted wider frames and shown 
greater sensitivity to U.S. global engagement in Asia and the flows of Asian 
mi grants, capital, and  labor into the Amer i cas.14 Now joined by scholars 
in Asian Canadian and Latin American studies, they have proposed hemi-
spheric approaches, borderland studies, and trans- Pacific and global frame-
works.15 Influenced by the “transnational turn,”  today’s Chinese and Asian 
American history may engage the Pacific Northwest, including British Co-
lumbia, and a number of sites in Asia and the Amer i cas that  were joined 
by war, racism, capitalism, and colonialism.16  These far- flung connections 
suggest how excitingly scholarly efforts have broadened the themes of early 
Chinese American history and Asian American studies, as well as chal-
lenged the scope of traditional U.S. and Canadian history that rarely goes 
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beyond Eu rope and the Atlantic world. Importantly, some have also begun 
to consider China seriously as a historical force.

Similarly, the transnational turn in China studies has spurred a search 
for new horizons. It has laid to rest the already much- critiqued paradigm 
of “Western impact, Chinese response” and freed the writing of a “China- 
centered history” from rigid frames vis- à- vis the West.17 While it is true that 
scholars have long been at work writing the regional and global back into na-
tional history— from po liti cal economy to trade and marketing networks to 
the environment to cir cuits of knowledge and culture— they have remained 
slow in recognizing the wider significance of emigration to the task.18 Yet 
the history of Chinese mass emigration offers a unique vantage point on 
the dialectics familiar to many China historians:  those between centripetal 
and centrifugal forces, nation- building and region- making, and border-
lands and empires. At pres ent, a more globally engaged China makes it 
particularly salient to consider it as the cause and effect of economic and 
cultural flows. The time is right for bringing together the three fields of 
scholarship— Chinese overseas, Chinese Amer i cas, and modern China—
to shine new light on China in global history through migration.

Locating China and Chinese in the World

Given the promise of new insights into shared themes, how does one study 
the history of Chinese emigrants and China in a single frame? Apart from 
the risk of sounding essentialist— assuming that Chineseness is given and 
immutable— there is still the vexing prob lem of how to or ga nize a massive 
history and geography into a coherent form. Two dominant approaches exist 
in the scholarship. The first approach could be called “the sum of parts” 
through a total mapping of countries and regions. One instructive example 
is The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas, edited by Lynn Pan.19 With-
out discounting the excellent contributions of this monumental resource, 
the encyclopedic approach to global history rests on a flawed conceptual 
foundation.20 It presumes nations and regions as fixed, bounded, equal to 
one another, and existing prior to migration. A concentric- circle diagram 
in the volume, which sets up China as the center of an outwardly diffusing 
identity, provokes thought. Reminiscent of the Sinocentric tribute system 
positing a civilized self and barbaric  others, the visualization of “va ri e ties 
of Chinese” is not so much “symbolic” as mistaken.  There is  little reason to 
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believe that Chinese in China naturally possess a unified Chinese culture 
and that its meaning is stable and never in question.21 More importantly, 
even as the diagram recognizes movement between the inner and outer 
circles, it stops at the circumference of “China.” As change passes around 
but never through it, China appears as a fixed, impervious core.

Another example of the “sum of parts” approach involves the tabulation 
of ethnic Chinese populations worldwide to highlight numerical range and 
distribution.22 Varying between thirty and fifty million  people in diff er ent 
estimates  today, this sum of Chinese in the world may inform as much as 
obscure, since it conceals varying methods of counting, categories of iden-
tification, and degrees of interaction with China. It also makes invisible 
the power of bureaucratic institutions, the inherent instability of the label 

Figure I.1  “Symbolic repre sen ta tion of va ri e ties of Chinese.” 
Source: Lynn Pan, ed., The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas.
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“Chinese,” and nonlinear, less recognized modes of mi grant passage other 
than unidirectional movements.23 Taken together, the challenge of study-
ing China and Chinese globally demands a greater awareness not only of 
similarities and differences between the two, but also of the fluidity and 
complexity of both.

Apart from the “sum of parts,” a second general approach to China and 
Chinese globally could be called “interactions between parts.” Eschewing 
the focus on a fixed totality, historians influencing and influenced by the 
transnational turn— such as Madeline Hsu, Adam McKeown, Philip Kuhn, 
and Glen Peterson— have provided useful models linking the disparate 
fields of modern China, overseas Chinese, and Asian Amer i cas. They in-
clude exploring how change occurs in one transnational community, across 
multiple communities along similar patterns, among  others in the world 
in a longue durée, and in the relations between China and the overseas 
Chinese during a given period.24 Offering fascinating glimpses of a mas-
sive history and geography of Chinese emigration on diff er ent scales, each 
of  these models suggests that Chinese emigration was a connecting thread 
in national, regional, and global change.

Still it is worth  going further: How may  these insights about “interact-
ing parts” help revise our conceptions of China as a  whole?

 Toward such a goal, the concept of diaspora can help scholars navigate 
a fragmented historical geography against which China asserted itself as a 
unified sovereign nation. A Greek word meaning “to sow or scatter,” dias-
pora is traditionally associated with the forced dispersal of Jews, Africans, 
and Armenians. As a result of de cades of innovative work in postcolonial 
and cultural studies, diaspora now commonly describes a displaced iden-
tity or community in cross- cultural contexts that defy fixed and bounded 
ideas about the nation, race, and modernity.25 In the Chinese context, di-
aspora cannot simply be an umbrella term for all Chinese  under the sun.26 
Instead, shifting the focus to interactions, scholars may retrace how China 
and Chinese emigrants  were coproduced by the discursive and material 
history of departures, exchanges, and returns. At no point did China com-
mand a single Chinese diaspora. But the relationship between the two 
brings into focus a pro cess to create a sum out of interacting parts— efforts 
to designate China as the homeland and to incorporate a variety of actors 
in the diaspora at a given time. Constructed on both sides, the claims of 
fixed, unbroken ties, in fact, reflect the palpable effects of living in a world 
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that does not stand still. Seen this way, diaspora can generate the kind of 
moving edifice that the global historian of China might need.

Several leading scholars in history, cultural studies, and literary 
criticism— most notably Wang Gungwu, Ien Ang, and Shu- mei Shih— 
have rejected the use of diaspora, but their criticisms could serve to start 
rather than end the discussion. In no uncertain terms, they have warned 
how diaspora misconstrues a homogenous Chinese population perpetu-
ally loyal to China, feeds racist and nationalist discourses, and denies im-
migrants an opportunity to become locals. Po liti cally fraught, diaspora has 
“an expiry date,” occludes how politics and culture are “place- based,” and 
should be abandoned.27 Undoubtedly, the continuous injustice of racism 
and discrimination deserves serious attention, but it should not be given at 
the expense of the historical imagination, an openness to the plurality and 
contradictions of the  human past.28 Often degraded by progressive nar-
ratives of assimilation and integration, diaspora histories remain poorly 
understood, sometimes appearing as no more than a developmental stage 
to be overcome. With millions of  people moving around the world each 
day, it seems riskier to avoid rather than learn about the complexity of their 
lives. Moreover,  after de cades of groundbreaking interdisciplinary work, 
historians striving to describe a mobile world can reap the critical insights 
accumulated in postcolonial, literary, and cultural studies: diaspora is shift-
ing in meaning, intersectional with other social categories, challenges but 
is not always in opposition to the nation- state.29 Not a fixed group, dias-
pora serves as a tactic for po liti cal solidarity, a lens onto cultural hybridity, 
and a reminder that identity is a pro cess.30 Work remains to uncover how 
diaspora in the Chinese experience may advance  these enlightening con-
versations, and how global history is yet another dimension of diaspora.

Diaspora in Chinese History

Returning to the central question driving this book— how did Chinese 
mass emigration change China?— I argue that a new homeland– diaspora 
dynamic developed, which over the next  century inextricably enmeshed 
China with the world. During the wave of global migrations in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, huaqiao was the Chinese concept of dias-
pora that arose in relation to China as the homeland, zuguo. Often translated 
as “the overseas Chinese,” the term huaqiao literally means “Chinese who 
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are temporarily located,” emphasizing at once the spaces beyond China and 
one’s temporary absence from it. This compound had not appeared prior 
to the late nineteenth  century but was a product of old and new forces— 
hua denotes a Chineseness refashioned in racial- national terms vis- à- vis 
a Western- dominated world, whereas qiao evokes familiar meanings of 
“visiting and lodging temporarily” (lüyu) in imperial history, as in the expres-
sion qiaoju. During the Northern and Southern Dynasties (a.d. 222–589), 
a period of disunity and war, qiaomin and qiaozhi referred to the relocation 
of Han Chinese  people and prefectures  because of invasions by non- Han 
nomads. Hence, qiao conjures up the ancient tropes of exile, subjugation, 
and displacement in elite Chinese culture, though the word had only been 
applied to officials and literati, not traders or laborers, and it certainly had 
not been about  going overseas. A broader label referring to emigration in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, huaqiao combined old and new 
meanings to suggest mass, temporary relocations outside China but also 
bound to it.

Referring to a “temporary” diaspora spread across the globe, huaqiao 
served as a device to create a “permanent” homeland- nation at home, part 
of the under pinnings of modern China. In a foundational essay written 
in 1976 that remains the most cited account on the topic, Wang Gungwu 
finds that the assumed temporariness in the term huaqiao was a sign of 
official understanding that migration was forced and unwilling.31 Tradi-
tionally,  those who wandered  were “regarded by the society as unfilial sons 
and vagrants and by the imperial government as potential if not  actual 
criminals, traitors and spies.”32 What changed in the nineteenth  century 
was official ac cep tance that migration could lead to settlement, following a 
series of international treaties, diplomatic reports, revolutionary activities, 
and nationality laws.  These efforts culminated in the widespread use of the 
term huaqiao by the time of the 1911 Revolution and an end to the negative 
connotation of “enforced and illegal wandering.” However, a look across 
China’s  century of mass emigration suggests that the idea of a “temporary” 
diaspora had a greater effect—it undergirded China’s national develop-
ment.33 Not just a  matter of sojourn or settlement ending in official ap-
proval, the idea of huaqiao has worked in tandem with that of zuguo, sug-
gesting a productive contrast and a mutual constitution between nation and 
emigration. In this formulation, the temporariness of the diaspora lends the 
homeland a semblance of permanence. Dissonances between the  diaspora 
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and the homeland are understood as a real ity produced by a backward 
and imperfect nation;  until the nation is fully brought into modernity, the 
 future has to be deferred. Thus, despite the rapid transformations of both 
China and the Chinese in the world, diaspora has served to unify a frag-
mented time and space, a means through which the homeland- nation can 
be constituted and reconstituted.

Rooted in the material history of China and Chinese emigration, the 
coproduction of time and space through huaqiao beckons a reassertion of 
temporality, thus offering a wider theoretical implication for transnational 
and diaspora studies that have tended to privilege spatiality. Generally 
speaking, scholars have more often associated migration with movement 
in space than with movement in time, even though one cannot be fully 
understood without the other.34 It is common to understand diaspora as 
dispersed communities, while the comparable idea of fragmented tempo-
ralities has not attracted much discussion.35 Furthermore, devoted to the 
critique of the nation as the basic unit of analy sis, the transnational turn in 
history is a job only half done, as it has more readily challenged the bound-
edness of a national territory than that of a national chronology. Inspired 
by the “spatial turn” in critical social theory, the insights on the production 
of space can be integrated with the parallel work on time that has raised 
the question of multiple temporalities.36 Socially and culturally produced, 
multiple temporalities refer to time not only as a linear succession or an 
autonomous force, as in the “arrow of time,” but also as a diverse product of 
 human and institutional efforts to separate, recombine, and remember it.

In the broader historical discipline, scholars have written about a multi-
tude of times but have yet to consider diaspora time. Some of the most sig-
nificant works on historical chronologies have focused on non- European 
contexts and the enduring impact of colonialism and nationalism on no-
tions of the past, pres ent, and  future, as in the provocative writings by Pra-
senjit Duara, Dipesh Chakrabarty, and Harry Harrotunian on Asia.37 Writing 
about Latin Amer i ca, Steve J. Stern also argues that colonial legacies  there 
have created a wealth of “sensibilities about time,” calling attention to “cycle 
and recurrence, continuity, and multiple motion (forward, backward, iner-
tial) in  human wanderings through history.”38 More recently, in East Asian 
history, Stefan Tanaka finds that new reckonings of time during the Meiji 
period enabled the creation of a temporally and spatially unified society 
known as “Japan.”39 Louise Young has observed how Japa nese urbanites 
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in the interwar period  imagined their cities as a “chronotope,” a par tic u-
lar time- space in modern society where the  future had already arrived.40 
Pondering rural  women’s memories of the Mao period, Gail Hershatter 
has used “campaign time” to describe how agricultural collectivization in 
the 1950s produced gendered experiences and memories; but  these gen-
dered memories do not simply reflect a sequence of state- led campaigns.41 
Overlooked thus far, diaspora is part of this social and cultural assemblage, 
representing multiple times no less than multiple spaces.

Seen this way, diaspora in the mode of huaqiao was not simply a set 
of transnational communities, but also a series of transnational moments. 
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Chinese mass emigration 
stemmed from an uneven pro cess of globalization that created a coexis-
tence not only of spaces but also of times. As the spread of industrial capi-
talism, colonial empires, and nation- states spurred a worldwide search for 
 labor, resources, and markets, Chinese time and space proliferated dramat-
ically. This is  because Chinese emigrants spun off and became part of other 
histories from Cuba and Peru to the United States, Canada, and Australia 
to the Dutch East Indies and the British empire, while China at the same 
time underwent struggles for modernity of many kinds.  These divergent 
developments sometimes intersected, as industrial, colonial, and national 
forces did not exist in separate worlds but moved in a constellation of in-
terdependent relations. Thus, what made China and Chinese elsewhere 
connected and separate was not only a  matter of origins or localization, 
but also a history of globalization that caused Chinese engagement with 
the world to split, expand, and intertwine in moments of exchange and re-
turn.  After a  century of rupture, transformation, and reintegration, China 
became ever more fragmented and networked; its modern evolution was 
at once disrupted and enriched by its condition as a diaspora’s homeland.

Diaspora Time and Moments

Using the age of global migration as bookends, this study is an exploration 
of Chinese history through the temporalities of diaspora. To maintain a 
clear vision of the diff er ent timescales of impact, I  will use two concepts: 
“diaspora time” and “diaspora moments.” “Diaspora time” describes the 
diverse, ongoing ways in which migration affects the lifeworlds of indi-
viduals, families, and communities. Though not static, it is a slow- moving 
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and  silent condition, continuously combined and combining with other 
everyday realities. In Chinese history, diaspora time represented the on-
going pro cess in which a family- based strategy of survival and accumu-
lation unfolded in South China and negotiated with the larger forces of 
globalization. A “diaspora moment” erupts and recurs when diaspora time 
interacts with other temporalities and produces unexpectedly wide rever-
berations.42 At  these junctures, diaspora rises to the level of major discus-
sions, demanding a coherent response from leaders and institutions and 
causing long- term consequences. In Chinese history, diaspora moments 
 were manifest in the development of sovereignty and diplomacy, knowl-
edge about world history and geography, debates over tradition and mo-
dernity, reform of marriage and  family, and strug gles between socialism 
and capitalism. Momentous encounters took place as Chinese emigrants 
helped pull Qing China into a Western- led system of nation- states through 
indentured “coolie” migration to the Amer i cas, inspired an ocean- based 
national identity in Republican China through the power of Chinese mer-
chants in Southeast Asia, revived Confucianism through the experience of 
being colonial subjects in the British empire, clashed with the socialist 
mode of production through maintaining split  house holds, and returned 
with the effect of embodying a cap i tal ist threat to high socialism through 
successive waves of refugees. In  these po liti cal, cultural, and social debates, 
the Chinese nation took shape not before but during mass emigration, as 
huaqiao periodically introduced forces that shook the homeland.

Taken together, the changing time and moments of diaspora  suggest 
both a fractured and interconnected Chinese engagement with the world. To 
assess the effects of Chinese mass emigration on China in a  moving his-
torical geography, this study crosses three traditional state periods— the 
late Qing, Republican, and Communist- Maoist— and connects the territo-
rial units of East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Amer i cas. This periodiza-
tion accommodates a global  century of mass migration (1840–1940) and 
extends into the 1960s to highlight the dramatic effects of the Cold War 
on Chinese mi grant flows. Given the breadth of history and geography 
involved, I draw on a wide range of sources collected in China, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Singapore, and through British government databases, including 
diplomatic papers, history and geography collections, biographies, newspa-
pers, magazines, and Communist- period archives. The range of my source 
material suggests a multiplicity of historical agents engaged in the Chinese 
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diaspora– homeland dynamic: indentured laborers, Chinese and foreign 
diplomats, treaty- port university scholars, colonial and  creolized intel-
lectuals,  women living in rural South China, well- off and dispossessed 
refugees, and Party- state officials. Arising from the encounters is a broad 
array of questions and evidence requiring a cross- field, cross- disciplinary 
interpretation. Therefore, I also rely on Chinese, Asian American, and 
overseas Chinese historiographies, diaspora and cultural studies, gender 
and class analyses, and secondary scholarship about the Amer i cas and 
Southeast Asia in Chinese and En glish languages, original or translated. 
Taken together, this book suggests a moving, interconnected archive of 
Chinese global engagement, a deep reservoir of challenges and resources 
for national construction.

Structurally, I have or ga nized this book into five diaspora moments that 
can be read together like fragments turning in a kaleidoscope during the 
long nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Far from an exhaustive collec-
tion, the moments represent significant shifts in modern Chinese history 
that have often been narrated without attention to the diaspora, or with too 
narrow a view about it. While significant segments are new and based on 
unpublished sources, I also reopen old debates to facilitate a broader analy-
sis and advance a diff er ent understanding of the issues at hand. Dynamic 
and recurrent, diaspora moments reveal a connective tension between 
 mi grant histories and national history in the age of global migration.

Chapter 1, “A  Great Convergence,” revisits the Qing lifting of the emigra-
tion ban in 1893, which historians have widely deemed “belated” and in-
consequential to China’s  grand transformations. Revealing that the  actual 
initiative was to invite returns and not simply to endorse exits, the chapter 
argues that the emergence of China as a “homeland” was not only part of 
the 1890–1911 sweep that brought down the imperial system, but was also 
grounded in a mid- nineteenth- century engagement with the indentured 
“coolie” migration. Contributing to the global spread of diplomacy and 
sovereignty, this prehistory involves a convergence of Western attempts to 
recruit “ free”  labor at the end of the African slave trade, a global crisis 
provoked by the abuses of Chinese “coolies” bound for the Amer i cas, and 
Qing assertions of the right to protect the emigrants. By creating new in-
stitutions, conventions, and actors,  these earlier efforts paved the way for 
China’s transition into a modern nation- state, often marginalized in his-
torical narratives focusing on events at the turn of the twentieth  century.
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Chapter 2, “Colonists of the South Seas,” offers an account of Chinese 
scholars at Shanghai’s Jinan University during the 1920s and 1930s who 
churned out massive collections of historical and geo graph i cal studies 
about the Chinese in Southeast Asia. Drawing on Western and Japa nese 
discourses that understood migration as colonization, the Jinan scholars, 
who had been moving across maritime Asia, actively participated in the 
circulation of colonial power by debating  whether Chinese emigration 
constituted a type of settler colonialism. In so  doing, they reinvented 
received categories of knowledge and portrayed Chinese in the South Seas 
as critical conduits in China’s drive for modernity. As a result of their ef-
forts, which have largely been forgotten, the maritime geography of Chi-
nese settlement became an institutionalized and enduring field of Chinese 
knowledge about the world.

Chapter 3, “Confucius from Afar,” reinterprets the familiar, well- worked 
story of Lim Boon Keng, a Singapore- born, Edinburgh- trained creole in-
tellectual who famously clashed with the May Fourth writer Lu Xun, but 
whose colonial experience needs to be taken more seriously. Despite their 
apparent differences over Lim’s belief that Confucian traditions could 
provide a modern Chinese identity, this chapter argues that both Lu and 
Lim shared a deep interest in Western colonial and missionary discourses 
as well as Chinese national proj ects, hence suggesting their simultaneity 
rather than Lim’s anachronism. Moreover, Lim’s commitments to a Confu-
cian revival had originated from his life experiences of moving through 
the British empire as a colonized subject. Given the  great variety of 
neo- Confucianisms throughout Chinese history, Lim’s story highlights 
the impact of the diaspora experience on Chinese national culture and 
identity. Even though China was never fully colonized and nationalist dis-
courses typically rejected lasting effects of colonial power, the colonial in-
flections in Lim’s brand of Confucianism have traveled far and wide as a 
source for Chinese identity and power down to the pres ent.

Chapter 4, “The  Women Who Stayed  Behind,” examines how the Com-
munist Party’s land and marriage reforms in the early 1950s backfired in 
emigrant South China. Aimed to  free rural Chinese of feudal oppression 
and incorporate them into a broader strategy of socialist production, the 
campaigns of redistributing land and granting  women the right to divorce 
provoked a serious conflict in the transnationally connected south. Re-
vealing a discrepant huaqiao mode of production split between home and 
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abroad, the conflict convinced the Communists to reconceptualize domestic 
 women married to overseas men as new intermediaries between huaqiao 
men and the state. Widespread confusion ensued. The surprising results 
suggest that socialism in the 1950s was far from a closed system, but rather 
continued to be influenced by global circulations through the legacies of 
mass emigration.

Chapter  5, “Homecomings,” looks at the sudden “return” of Chinese 
from Southeast Asia during decolonization and anti- Chinese movements 
in the 1950s, and their difficult reintegration at “home” from the time of 
the  Great Leap Forward to the beginning of the Cultural Revolution. An 
official label of guiqiao, meaning “returned overseas Chinese,” emerged to 
cope with a vastly heterogeneous group of arrivals divided by social and 
geo graph i cal origins, but the Communist Party- state increasingly fixated 
on their collective appearance of disobedience and immutability during an 
acceleration of socialist building. Although party leaders had recognized 
and tolerated the transitional nature of guiqiao before the late 1950s, criti-
cisms of the unknown “foreign past” of the returnees became a code for 
an insidious “capitalism” in the body politic, suggesting a collapse in the 
efforts to balance diff er ent times and spaces in high socialism.

In sum, this book provides a portal to the “diaspora time” operating in 
Chinese history and the repeated attempts to incorporate it into narratives 
of the nation. Its point of departure lies in a deceptively  simple and under-
studied question: how Chinese mass emigration changed China. Its con-
ceptual foundation is the “diaspora moments” that emerge in tension with 
other coexisting temporalities. Not to be reduced to “snapshots in time,” 
diaspora moments conceptualize the opening, closure, and renewal of 
transnational crossings that resist linear national time. An ever- changing 
synthesis of the past and  future, each moment is a reminder of the plurality 
and connectedness of the Chinese global experience, as well as a method to 
study the movements between spaces and times.
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